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Who would have thought that an old family mirror from London would open a portal to an incredible chess kingdom? Set off on
an exciting adventure through the looking glass 5d3b920ae0
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Great game!. Would recommend this game to anyone who loves jigsaw puzzles. Loads of puzzles and very relaxing. My only pet
peeve is that a few of the achievements require some immense grinding which I feel is not required.. relaxing game + lots of
levels + easy. This is much like Alice's Patchworks 1 except that it is a bit more Alice Through The Lookingglass. It helps to
know that these are Patchwork Quits, not images. One set is wood, next is cloth then paper and so on. I love the textures and
they add a great deal to my pleasure in the game. So anyone who enjoys things like that should enjoy this game. There are only a
few peices show at the side at a time and this seems to be a problem for some people. On the other hand there are terrible
reviews of other puzzle game with all the peices on the side and it is impossible to sort them out. This decision seems balenced
with a 3 ACHIVEMENTS for using the HINT button. About getting ALL the achivements - I did get them all in Alice 1 on
CASUAL, because I enjoyed the game enough to play through a couple of times. Anyhow not many people seem to really care
about getting them all for most games. Another point is that this is a game girls enjoy and I've bought extra copies to send as
gifts to granddaughters. No violence, no gore, no fighting - just beautiful clever puzzles in a well thought out game.. Alices
Patchwork 2 is a game of mosaic puzzles made of 6 different materials: wood, cloth, glass, paper, precious stones and metal..
0.5M and 1M coin achievement again? Really?. A direct sequel that adds nothing to the puzzle construction formula. The
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limited access to pieces and UX inconsistencies continue to plague this series.
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